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PREPOSTEROUS DAY OF DESTINY

From Gregory Clark, Representing Combined Press

With the Invasion Forces

Friday, Sept. 3, 1943

from the sensational features of the Italian collapse at Reggio, there are

many preposterous aspects, Magnificent coastal guns, thousands of small arms and

mortars all tidily ciled and not even a bolt or breech block was recmoved from the

orderly ammunition piles reflecting the disciplined and soldierly character of the

Italian warrior were handed ever almost ceremoniously by the welcoming committees.

In the hills behind probably the Germans await us. No planes disturb the serene

skies which for days past during the destruction of Reggio have fairly throbbed with

solid squadrons.

Host distressing are the meetings today between officers and men who last night

on the eve of battle, bade each other manly farewells in the best tradition, shaking

hands warmly and wishing each other”the best”. Today they avoid one another or meet

with embarrassed .grins.

Their feelings for the Italians ore certainly not contemptuous but rather ashamed,

not pitying but pitiful. Captain Herbert K, Long feels he can never have/more aston-

ishing experience than last night with his unit waiting in reserve on the Sicily beach,

A tremendous barrage opened the battle and, as he and his thousand comrades stood watch

ing and day slowly dawned without a shot from the little way across the/water nor any sign
sf any battle save the raving of guns along the grimly policed roan. A truck came

lurching along and as it reached the regiment the mail corporal leaned out of the cab

and bellowed "mails up boys”. And there at the moment of the breaching of the bastions

of the fortress of Europe, the Canadian regiment, standing ready to rush into the

fray, gather round the lorry load of mailsacks and joyously received its heavy mail

from Canada,

■i Captain Long received, among other things, five thousand cigarettes and scores of

others received various gifts.

Somehow this sorting of the mail on the beach while news f the almost comic

capitulation on the clearly visible shore opposite grew moment to moment, is typical
cf the preposterous day of destiny.
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